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  Main features     

Optima Telekom concluded the first nine months of 2011 with an increa-
se of revenue from internet services, data services and revenue from in-
terconnection services, accompanied by a significant increase of revenue 
from multimedia services, compared to the same period of the previous 
year.

The subsidiary – Optima Direct continues to provide customer care and 
residential sales services for Optima Telekom.
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  Business indicators

Optima Telekom ended the first nine months of 2011 with:  

•	 an increase of overall consolidated revenue by HRK 21,1 million 
(6,1%) with a simultaneous slight increase of overall expenses 
by HRK 8,7 million (2,1%) compared to the same period of the 
previous year

•	 an improvement of earnings before taxation, interest and 
depreciation (EBITDA) by 28,3% compared to the same period of 
the previous year, achieving a positive EBITDA of HRK 57,1 million 
in the first nine months of 2011, i.e. HRK 19,2 million in the third 
quarter

•	 a significant decrease of loss before taxation (EBT) by 20,8%

Q1-Q3 2010. Q1-Q3 2011. Q1-Q3 2011./ 
Q1-Q3 2010.

Q3 2010. Q3 2011. Q3 2011./ 
Q3 2010.

Total income 346.537 367.667 6,1% 119.307 129.022 8.1%

EBITDA 44.543 57.146 28.3% 16.360 19.199 17.4%

EBT (59.709) (47.279) (20.8%) (21.002) (24.298) 15.7%

30.09.2010. 30.09.2011./
30.09.2010.

30.6.2011. 30.09.2011./
30.06.2011.

30.09.2011.

Total number of OT users

Number of voice channels* 271.432 -0.8% 272.540 -1.2% 269.279

Number of users in own LLU 
network

101.528 7.4% 108.067 0.9% 109.049

Number of OptiDSL users in own 
LLU network

56.068 18.1% 64.291 3.0% 66.237

Number of OptiTV users in own 
LLU network

8.200 71.3% 13.000 8.1% 14.050

Number of collocations installed 256 1,6% 259 0.4% 260

North 80 2,5% 82 0% 82

West 45 0% 45 0% 45

East 51 2% 52 0% 52

South 80 1.3% 80 1.3% 81

* Voice channel is the basic unit for transfer of voice or data. The number of voice channels determines how many conversations can take
place simultaneously on one telephone connection. Telephone connection is a physical connection of the use to the telecommunications
network. A telephone connection may have one or more voice channels.
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Overall consolidated revenue in the first nine months of 2011 amount to HRK 367,7 

million, which indicates a 6,1% increase compared to the results achieved in the 

same period of the previous year, while in the third quarter they amount to HRK 129 

million, which represents an 8,1% increase compared to the same period of 2010.

The revenue from interconnection services, revenue from internet services and 

multimedia services as a result of an increase in the number of OptiTV users, are what 

contributed most to the 6,1% increase.

EBITDA is increasing continuously and amounts to HRK 57,1 million for the first nine 

months of 2011, which represents a 28,3% increase compared to the same period 

of the previous year. For the third quarter of 2011 it amounts to HRK 19,2 million, which 

represents a 17,4% compared to the third quarter of 2010.

The positive trend of improving the EBITDA is a result of continuous investment into own 

infrastructure, focusing on sales of more profitable services, optimal management of 

operating costs and price regulation.

  Earnings before taxation – EBT

For the first nine months of 2011, the EBT amounts to HRK -47,3 million, which is a 

better result compared to  the same period of the previous year by HRK 12,4 million 

or 20,8.

  Earnings before taxation, interest and depreciation - EBITDA

  Consolidated revenue
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  Telecommunications services revenue      

The overall telecommunications revenue has shown an increase of 
4,4% compared to the same period of the previous year.

From the retail services standpoint, the increase of revenue is primarily a result of 

focusing on the Internet, data and telecommunications services, the revenue from 

which continues to compensate for the decrease in voice services revenue resulting from 

changes in the manner and habits of using telecommunications services.

This trend clearly shows that Optima Telekom has chosen the right development 

direction, relying on the development of own infrastructure.

TELEcOmmUNIcATIONS SERVIcES REVENUE

Wholesale services also show a contunuous increase, especially the interconnection 

revenue, which have shown a 26,7% increase compared to the same period of the 

previous year and now amount to HRK 73,7 million.

In the first nine months of 2011, te multimedia services revenue continues to show an 

exceptional growth, which will become one of the generators of a stable revenue through 

further investment and focusing on the development of multimedia services. 

The increase of internet services revenue (18,7%) is connected with the growth of 

the user base. In the residential segment this pertains to OptiDSL users, while in the 

corporate segment, apart from the user base growth, a need for ever larger internet 

access capacities is detected.

Data services have shown a stable revenue in the amount of HRK 15,8 million. These 

services are under constant pressure due to market conditions, which primarily means 

the reduction and optimization of operating costs for the corporate segment, especially 

the KA segment of corporate users who are the largest consumers for these services.

Q1 - Q3 2010.
315 mil. HRK

325 mil. HRK

340 mil. HRK

320 mil. HRK

330 mil. HRK

345 mil. HRK

Q1 - Q3 2011.
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  LLU

At the end of the first nine months of 2011, the number of LLU users 
in own network (LLU) has shown a 7,4% increase (from 101.528  
to109.049) compared to the same period of 2010.

The key indicators of the LLU process indicate that positive trends in the following 

activities continue: 

•	A significant success was achieved in the existing users segment by upgrading through the use 

of new services(OptiDSL, OptiTV)

•	The acquisition of entirely new users for own network is being intensified (especially in the 

corporate SoHo segment), and this change in the user base structure also influences the 

improvement of profitability 

•	The transfer of carrier pre-selection service (cPS) users to own network continues

A significant increase has been recorded precisely in the segment of ADSL users in own 

network, from 56.068 at the end of the first nine months of 2010 to 66.237 in the same 

period of 2011, i.e. a significant 18,1%.

PRIVATE USERS gROWTH TREND

Voice + Internet + OptiTV service Voice + Internet service Voice service
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In line with the own infrastructure development plan for 2011, 
in the firs half year period preparations have been made for the 
erection of eight new collocations in Đurđevac, Daruvar, Bjelovar, 
Jastrebarsko, Karlovac Grabrik, Sisak Caprag, Sveta Nedjelja 
and Vrbovec which are going to be active in Q4, and expending 
capacities to six collocations. During the third quarter capacities 
have been expanded on collocations in Dugo selo, Karlovac, Lovran, 
Knin.

The total number of active collocations at the end of the third quarter of 2011 is 260.

Apart from the collocations, infrastructural development necessarily requires the 

construction of own optical network.

During the third quarter of 2011, this construction has been characterized, for the most 

part, by construction of shorter sections, i.e. user feeds for new Optima Telekom end 

users,but in this quarter there has been a significant increase in the realization of optical 

sections as a part of the city, and intercity base infrastructure. So, in the previous quarter 

a reconstruction of the city grid in Zagreb, Rijeka and Split was undertaken, aiming to 

connect to the leased intercity 10g lines operated by Odašiljači i veze, as well as smaller 

capacity lines operated by Hrvatske telekomunikacije. Also, a city line in Đurđevac was 

realized in the previous quarter, as well as the Sisak – Petrinja intercity line, all in view 

of erecting the first collocations in Đurđevac and Petrinja.The length of the constructed 

optical feeds and lines is bigger by far compared to the same period of the previous year, 

the growth in construction of optical infrastructure being almost quadrupled.

In numbers, we are talking about 39,6 km of new optical sections, through which 58 

feeds and 10 new city and intercity optical lines have been realized. comparing overall 

lengths, this is an optical netwoek increase of 1,6% compared to the previous quarter 

(2.395 km compared to the 2.358 kn achieved by the end of the second quarter of 2011). 

The largest quantity of feeds and lines was realised in region North (18 km), followed vy 

region South (13,3 km), region West (4,8 km) and region East (3,5 km).

  Infrastructural development
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During the upcoming period, the realization of longer optical feeds is anticipated, 

in a view to erect new collocations, primarily in Vrbovec, Jastrebarsko, Sv. 

Nedelja, as well as to start the realization of the intercity line Višnjevac (Osijek) 

– Valpovo, which would connect Valpovo entirely with the optical backbone of OT, 

thus reducing the costs of the line leased from HEP. Also, the completion of tthe 

optical line Strizivojna – Đakovo, about 7,5 km long, through the existing HT cable 

channelling is anticipated at the very beginning of the fourth quarter of 2011, 

whereby the said city will be connected to the optical network of Optima Telekom, 

i.e. Univerzalne Telekomunikacije.
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  Significant events in 2011 and expectations for future development

During the past several months, there has been a trend of HRK depreciation towards the joint 

European currency. At the end of September, the highest value of the Euro for this year of 

HRK 7,50 has been achieved, while the average HRK value in the first nine months has been 

reduced by 2,1% compared to the same period of the previous year.

The final DZS data have confirmed the first estimate of gDP for the second quarter 

of this year. The gDP was in reality increased by 0,8% in the second quarter which, 

cummulatively with the 0,8% decrease in the first quarter, represents the same gDP 

level as in the first half of 2010.

The negative trends in industrial production have been continued in July and August, and 

so in the first eight months it decreased by 1,6% compared to the same period of the 

previous year, while retail still shows growth trends, and in the first eight months it has 

shown a 1% increase compared o the previous year. 

The data on consumer prices trends have shown a somewhat intensified growth at a 

yearly level. According to DZS data, the yearly inflation rate, measured by the consumer 

prices index, amounted to 2,2% in September. At a monthly level, consumer prices 

went up by 0,4%. Due to its base effect, the yearly inflation growth continues to be 

overwhelmingly influenced by the increase of energy and foodstuffs prices, even though 

the process seems to be somewhat slower then in the previous monts, while there is still 

no pressure of domestic demand on the increase of prices.

Even after the seasonal impact on the decrease of unemployment, the unemployment 

rate has been minimally decreased or, to be precise, by 0,1% to 16,7%. In the first seven 

months of this year, the average monthly gross salary per employee amounted to HRK 

7.734, which is a nominal increase of 1,1%, but in reality, it is 1,1% less compared to 

the same period of the previous year. At the same time, the average monthly net salary 

amounted to HRK 5.393, which represents a nominal increase of 1,9%, but in reality, this 

is 0,3% less than in the first seven months of the previous year. 

August was the second consecutive month in which the number of business entities with 

overdrawn accounts dropped by 4,4 thousand in total.Thereby, in the last two months 

alone their number was reduced by 17,3 thousand, stopping at a level of (still high) 68,3 

thousand. However, the value of their overdraws was only marginally reduced (in July 

a HRK 41 million drop, in August HRK 13 million), which would mean that the average 

debts of the entities striken from the record in the past two months amounted to a little 

over HRK 2 thousand. 

  Macroeconomic and market trends1
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MArkET pOTENTIAl 

According to data available to the public, croatia has approximately 1,52 million active 

phone lines. Within this potential, at the end of the third quarter period Optima has a 

total of 272.540 voice channels in its network.2*

In the first nine months of 2011 the number of potentially available connections in Opti-

ma Telekom went up to 669.538 connections, which represents:

•	a	2% decrease (from 683.121 to 669.538 connections compared to the same period of 

the previous year). 

The decrease in the number of available connections, despite the increased number of 

collocations, is a result of reconstruction of own access carrier netwoek, which decrea-

ses the length of local twisted pair cabling in order to improve the quality of service. By 

opening new UPSs, the access carrier has been decreasing the number of twisted pair 

cables within reach of the existing UPSs. This is the reason of the decrease in the num-

ber of twisted pair cables within Optima Telekom’s reach, even though new collocations 

have been installed.

•	over	44,2% of available connections, which is slightly above the benchmark  of the 

share of alternative carriers in developed markets

1 Data source: National Bureau of Statistics (DZS), croatian chamber of Economy (HgK)
2 Indicators published by HAKOm; Voice channel is the basic unit of voice or data transmission. Number of voice channels de-
termines how many conversations can take place simultaneously on one telephone connection. Telephone connection is defined 
as physical connection of the user to the telecommunications network. A telephone connection may have one or more voice 
channels. 
3 Benchmark- continuing, systematic process of evaluation of products, services or business operations of an organi-
zation, recognized as the best praxis with the purpose of realizing organizational improvements. 
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  Regulatory environment

The croatian Post and Electronic communications Agency (hereinafter: HAKOm) 

continued to intensely regulate the electronic communications market in this reporting 

period as well. 

A HAKOm Decision was published whereby it was determined that the retail market 

of broadband internet access is subject to previous regulation, because according to 

relevant legislation, the conditions of the Three Indicators Test have been met. We 

anticipate further regulation of other retail markets which could influence future 

business significantly. 

Following the earlier public debates, on 1 July 2011,Hrvatski Telekom d.d. published 

the Standard offer for the wholesale service of renting user lines, which enable gradual 

migration of cPS users to WLR (wholesale line rental)for Optima Telekom. For the end 

users, this finally represents the possibility to get a single bill for communications 

services, with, of course, other advantages. However, in part due to not following the 

regulatory body’s instructions, and in part due to the motion of the carrier of the users of 

this service, at the beginning of October HAKOm rendered a decision amending the said 

Standard offer, which decision is currently subject to a public debate.In that sense, new 

improvements of the process at the operative level should be expected, and these could 

have a positive influence on the business of Optima Telekom. 

Furthermore, within the activities at the wholesale level, HAKOm has initiated a process 

of analysis of the leased lines market. Due to the specific nature of the wholesale service 

of leasing lines, HAKOm has decided that HT will still be subject to all previously imposed 

regulatory obligations, until the market analysis process has been completed. 

As expected, at the beginning of August of 2011, the Law on Amendments to the Law 

on Electronic communications was published. The carriers were granted a period of 

90 days from the Law’s entering into force to adapt, which means that in the upcoming 

reporting period Optima Telekom will have to undertake measures to comply with the 

amendments. For the most part, the amendments pertain to relations with the end users 

of Optima Telekom’s services, and consequently represent a string of new, additional 

obligations for the carriers, making the field of electronic communications one of the 

most regulated in the sense of consumer rights protection. 

In the same period, the Law on Amendments to the Law on Audiovisual Activities entered 

into force, by which the electronic communications services carriers were imposed a levy 

of 0,8% of the overall yearly gross revenue achieved in the previous calendar year from 

the transmission or retransmission of audiovisual programs. 
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Product development activities were focused on the development of services and tariff 

options intended for the residential market and corporate users, particularly in the lower 

market segments, SmE and SoHo. 

In the first nine months, in line with previous announcements, activities which will 

influence the effectivness of sales of services were completed, both in the residential 

and corporate segment.

O2 packages can contain the following combinations:

•	TELEPHONE	+	INTERNET

•	TELEPHONE	+	TELEVISION

•	INTERNET	+	TELEVISION,

while O3 packages contain:

•	TELEPHONE	+	INTERNET	+	TELEVISION

The purpose of the packages is clearer communication, obtaining new users, enlarging 

the user base and expanding services for the existent Optima Telekom users. 

For the coroporate segment, we expanded our service offer with the OptimaLAN XL 

service, which represents an upgrade of the existing OptimaLAN ured service. 

Together with the existing analogue telephone devices, the users are offered the 

possibility to use advanced digital IP devices. OptimaLAN ured is intended for all 

businesses operating at one or more locations, wishing to connect into a voice VPN in a 

functional fashion and achieving a simple and functional way to communicate by using 

IP technology.

Because of simpler communication and a simpler selection of services, Optima Telekom 

has created the new O packages which provide for a selection of a combination of 

various individual Optima Telekom services, in the form of packages that include the 

TELEPHONE, INTERNET AND TELEVISION. 

There were no changes in the company’s management bodies.

  Research and development activities

  Changes in the Company’s governing bodies
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  Statement of the Persons in Charge of Financial Statements

In accordance with Article 410 of the  capital market Act, the members of the mana-

gement Board, mr. matija martić as chairman of the management Board, mr. goran 

Jovičić, as member of the management Board and ms. Jadranka Suručić, as member 

of the management Board, jointly declare that, to the best of their knowledge, financial 

statements for the reporting period have been prepared in accordance with applicable 

standards of financial reporting and that they contain overall and true presentation of 

assets and liabilities, losses and profits, financial status and operation of the companies 

included in consolidation. 

The quarterly financial report contains a true presentation of development, results and 

position of Optima Telekom and its subsidiaries, as well as a description of the most 

significant risks and uncertainties to which the group is exposed.

  

The management Board would like to emphasise that the above report contains certain 

statements on future events relative to the financial status, electronic communications 

market trends, results of activities the company and the group are currently undertaking 

with the purpose of improving their position on the market. The said statements are 

based on the best of knowledge and expectations at present, but cannot represent any 

guarantee of their realization.

The Supervisory Board declares that it accepts the financial report in its entirety and 

confirms that during the reporting period, the management Board acted in accordance 

with the relevant legislation and statutory authorities.

Additional information and significant changes have been made available by the compa-

ny at its website: www.optima.hr/investitori.hr 

matija martić goran Jovičić Jadranka Suručić
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  Index

Benchmark continuing, systematic process of evaluation of products, services or 
business operations of an organization, recognized as the best praxis 
with the purpose of realizing organizational improvements

collocation location of own telecommunications equipment connected on own or 
HT’s access infrastructure

cPS eng. carrier Pre Selection - the end user retains subscription with the 
existing operator (HT) and pays the costs of the voice services to Optima 
Telekom

DTK Distribution telecommunication sewer (underground telecommunicati-
ons infrastructure)

gDP gross domestic product, macroeconomic indicator that shows the value 
of goods and services of some countries during the given year, expre-
ssed in monetary units

LLU eng. Local Loop Unbundling - the process in which the existing operator 
(HT) enables the other operators to use the access infrastructure for 
providing services to their users. In such cases, the user pays the subs-
cription and the price of voice services to Optima Telekom

VAS eng. Value added services - information, advice, entertainment and 
other contents offered through 060 numeration 

Voice channel Voice channel is the basic unit of voice or data transmission. Number 
of voice channels determines how many conversations can take place 
simultaneously on one telephone connection. Telephone connection is 
defined as physical connection of the user to the telecommunications 
network. A telephone connection may have one or more voice channels.



Optima Telekom d.d.  
and subsidiaries

Consolidated financial Statements 
as of 30 September 2011
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